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T

he Conference of
Chief Justices invited
the National Client
Protection Organization, Inc. to discuss the responsibility of the nation’s supreme
courts to administer law client
protection funds. The discussions
were held at the Conference’s
Mid-year Meeting in Baltimore on
January 23, 2001.
Three NCPO officers participated: William D. Ricker, Jr.;
NCPO President; Isaac Hecht,
NCPO Treasurer; and NCPO
Counsel, Frederick Miller. The
Client Protection Webb is happy to
print the text of their remarks to
the Chief Justices of the United
States.

The state’s system of lawyer
regulation should include a Lawyers’
Fund for Client Protection to shield
legal consumers from economic
losses resulting from an attorney’s
misappropriation of law client and
escrow money in the practice of law.
Rules or policies of the appellate
court of highest jurisdiction should:
•
•

•
•
•

•

I

n January 1999, the Conference
of Chief Justices of theUnited States
adopted A National Action Plan for
Lawyer Conduct and Regulation. The
text of the Chief Justices’ Action Plan is
available on the Internet website of the
National Center for State Courts: http://
ccj.ncsc.dni.us/Natlplan.html.
Here’s what the Action Plan says about
client protection funds:

Provide for a statewide client
protection fund;
Require that the fund substantially
reimburse losses resulting from
dishonest conduct in the practice
of law;
Finance the fund through a
mandatory assessment on
lawyers;
Designate the fund’s assets to
constitute a trust;
Appoint a board of trustees,
composed of lawyers and lay
person, to administer the fund;
and
Require the board of trustees to
publicize the fund’s existence and
activities.

Comment
An effective client protection fund
provides a state court system and the
legal profession with a unique
opportunity to promote public
confidence in the administration of
justice and the integrity of the legal
profession. Client protection funds
cover losses that are not covered by
malpractice insurance or individual

restitution. They do not compensate for neglect or matters
like fee disputes. Fund procedures should be uncomplicated
and prompt, and should
provide significant reimbursement to every eligible victim.
The key to a fund’s effectiveness is a broad-based
financing structure, and its
administration under the aegis
of the judiciary. To ensure
adequate financing, the highest
court of each state should
provide for the administration
of a client protection fund as a
trust fund by a board of
trustees appointed by the
judges of the court. The fund
should be financed by the legal
profession through assessments on lawyers that are
sufficient (based on the historical claims experience in that
jurisdiction) to reimburse
eligible claimants to the
maximum extent feasible. The
assessment should be fixed by
court rule or, if local law
requires, authorizing legislation. The trustees should be
required to coordinate its
procedures with the state’s
lawyer discipline agencies, and
to publicize the existence and
operations of the fund in its
efforts to protect legal consumers from dishonest conduct in
the practice of law.
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available from any other source. Protection funds are not insurance. They do not
reimburse for negligence. They do not
resolve fee disputes. They only reimburse
clients and escrow beneficiaries who are
the victims of lawyer dishonesty. It is not
nearly as cost effective to insure or bond
spread to Australia, the Canadian provlawyers for theft as it is to maintain and
inces, England, Scotland, Wales and
adequately finance protection funds.
Ireland. By 1976, there were funds in 46
It is helpful to get a perspective on the
states. But between 1959 and 1998, funds
relatively small number of dishonest
came and went in American jurisdictions.
lawyers in the American legal profession.
Several voluntary funds, supported by
Let me use Florida and New York as
voluntary contributions, did not survive. It
illustrations. In 1999, Florida reimbursed
was not until 1998 that every American
97 claimants. Those
claims were paid as the
Funds in five states account for 80 per
result of 49 dishonest
cent of all reimbursement paid to clients. lawyers. In 1999 there
were more than 60,000
lawyers licensed in Florida. In other
jurisdiction—including the District of
words, eight ten-thousandths of one per
Columbia—had a fund in place.
cent of Florida’s lawyers caused losses of
I say “in place” because, as you will, the
more than $900,000 of approved claims.
effectiveness of client protection funds
New York reported a similarly small
varies dramatically across the United
number of dishonest lawyers in 1999
States. In the past, too many funds were,
when it reimbursed $3.4 million to 161
and several still are, well-kept secrets that
claimants as the result of the dishonest
do not to serve the purposes for which they
were created, and certainly do not meet this acts of 62 lawyers out of a lawyer
population of more than 175,000. Again,
Conference’s standard that every fund
a number of dishonest lawyers measured
“substantially reimburse” client losses.
in ten thousandths of one per cent of New
I would like to report on the current
York’s lawyer population.
status of client protection funds in the
While the number of dishonest lawyers
United States. That should demonstrate the
is low, losses to clients can be cataessential role that supreme courts can play
strophic. Until you investigate a client’s
in establishing appropriate rules, in
claim, you cannot fully understand the
insuring adequate funding levels and in
requiring realistic reimbursement standards loss suffered by people whose entire
financial future has been stolen from an
and limits.
estate or from litigation settlement
The 40-year history of client protection
proceeds. While many claimants are
funds in this country amply demonstrates
reimbursed in full, too many people who
that unless the highest court in a jurisdichave lost hundreds of thousands of dollars
tion takes an active role in creating and
receive only twenty-five or fifty thousand
monitoring its client protection fund, the
dollars. Others are denied any recovery
fund will likely fail. Experience proves
because reimbursement standards are
that the vagaries of bar politics have too
restricted due to insufficient funding.
often minimized the importance of a fund,
either by substantially limiting its effective- Nevertheless, in the nine-year period of
1990 through 1998, 45 client protection
ness or by killing it out right.
The Conference’s Action Plan is critically funds paid more than $164 million in
awards of reimbursement.
important to the survival of client protecThe second, and perhaps more importion funds. The programs not only enhance
tant, part of the Action Plan is its call for
the public image of the profession, they set
every jurisdiction to maintain a client
lawyers apart from every other profession
protection fund which “substantially
by providing a source of funding which
reimburses” claimants’ losses. We cannot
comes from the vast majority of honest
over emphasize the importance of
lawyers to pay for the sins of the very few
substantial reimbursement.
dishonest lawyers.
Maximum reimbursement levels around
Protection funds provide a pool of
the country vary widely at the present
resources for victim clients that is not

The High, Low and Median:
The Unequal World of Client Protection
By William D. Ricker, Jr.

T

he National Client Protection
Organization thanks the Confer
ence of Chief Justices and the
National Center for State Courts
for this opportunity to speak about one of
the keystone programs of lawyer professionalism in the Twenty-first Century.

The National Client Protection
Organization was founded three years
ago by a group of professionals, fund
administrators and trustees, and other
lawyers interested in client protection
programs in the United States and
Canada.
NCPO serves to: 1) educate the
profession about the importance of
client protection programs; 2) to
develop a network of administrators and
trustees working in client protection; 3)
to encourage the development of new
programs to enhance both client
protection programs and uniform rules
designed to prevent loss; and 4) to assist
all jurisdictions develop funds which
have the financial resources necessary
to substantially reimburse clients and
escrow beneficiaries who have lost
money and property as the result of
dishonest conduct in the practice of law.
NCPO works closely with the American Bar Association’s Standing Committee on Client Protection and its
Center on Professional Responsibility.
But because NCPO has a broader
membership base which is actively
involved in the operations of client
protection programs, we believe that
NCPO, working with the state supreme
courts, can play a critical role in the
implementation of the Conference’s of
Chief Justices 1999 Action Plan on
Lawyer Conduct and Regulation.
Client protection funds are designed
to reimburse clients who have been
victimized by lawyer dishonesty in the
practice of law. Although every jurisdiction in the United States now has a fund,
it has been a long road to get to where
we are today. The world’s first fund
was established in New Zealand in
1931. The first fund in the United
States appeared in Vermont in 1959.
By that time client protection funds had
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time. Only six states have per claim
limits of $100,000 or more. Eleven
states’ limits are between $50,000 and
$100,000 per claim, with almost all of
the remaining 34 jurisdictions reimbursing $25,000 or less per claim. Ten
states do not reimburse as much as
$20,000 per claim and one state has a
$1,500 reimbursement limit.
I have provided you analyses which
demonstrate the great disparity that
exists among American client protection
funds. The only meaningful data
collection is done by the American Bar
Association in triennial surveys.
Unfortunately, there has never been a
quality academic study of the work
product of client protection funds.
NCPO’s efforts to generate interest in
such a study has not yet borne fruit.
We will continue those efforts.
Notwithstanding the incompleteness
of the available data, it tells us quite a
bit about the state of client protection
around the country. While we should
be proud of the more than $205
million that lawyers have contributed
to their respective state funds over the
last nine years and the more than $164
million which has been paid in
reimbursement, the distribution of
revenues and expenditures is significantly skewed. For example, five
jurisdictions — New York, California,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Massachusetts — account for almost
80 per cent of the national aggregate
of revenues paid into client protection
funds. But those five states have only
52% of the lawyers in the 24 jurisdictions for which nine years of revenue
data is available.
Similarly, over the same nine year
period, five states — New York,
California, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Florida — paid almost 80 percent
of all reimbursement, but they have
only 43% of all lawyers.
Perhaps a more accurate measure of
the skewed distribution of client
protection fund operations, however, is
demonstrated by revenue and reimbursement per lawyer by jurisdiction.
While we would expect that the largest
jurisdictions would account for most of
the revenue and most of the reimbursements in absolute terms — unless you
believe that dishonest lawyers are
similarly unequally distributed among

the states — revenues per lawyer and
reimbursements per lawyer should be
more equalized.
They are not. And they are not
because the various funds do not all
“substantially reimburse” losses. Over
the nine-year period for which data on
the 24 jurisdictions is available,
annual revenue per lawyer varied from
a low of $2.38 to a high of $54.10.
The average per lawyer was $28.21
but, perhaps more revealing, lawyers
in half of the jurisdictions annually
contributed less than $17.31 each.
While we do not have complete
revenue data on the other 27 jurisdictions, we know that all the nation’s

W

illiam D. Ricker, Jr. is the
President of the National Client
Protection Organization, Inc.
(NCPO). He has been a member of the
Florida Bar’s client protection fund since
1983; twice as its Chair. He is a former
member of the ABA’s Standing Committee
on Law Client Protection and the Standing
Committee’s Advisory Commission on
Client Protection Funds. Mr. Ricker
practices civil law with the firm of
Akerman, Senterfitt & Eidson, P.A. at its
Fort Lauderdale (Fla) office. E-mail:
wricker@akerman.com

important funds are included. If the
other jurisdictions were included, it is
likely the average revenue per lawyer
and median contributed per lawyer
would be reduced, probably not
insignificantly.
The differences in reimbursements
among the states are even more
dramatic. The leading jurisdiction
reimbursed $40.98 per lawyer per
year, the lowest 37 cents. The average
reimbursement was $17.64 per lawyer,
but half of the 45 jurisdictions for
which data is available annually
reimbursed claimants less than $5.06
per lawyer. Again, complete data for
all jurisdictions would likely lower not
raise the $5.00 per lawyer median.
One thing this data tells us is that the
cost of providing a client protection
fund is not oppressive. No state
imposes an assessment that is onerous

and some states impose an assessment
that is barely perceptible. What the
data also tells us is that both the
likelihood of recovery and the amount
that will be recovered vary dramatically from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.
The reason, as noted previously, is
two-fold. First, client protection
programs that are under funded tend to
be well-kept secrets, not only to the
public, but also among the
jurisdiction’s lawyers. When there is
little money to distribute, the last thing
a trustee wants to deal with is new
claims.
Let me give you an example from my
own state of Florida. I have been on
the Florida Bar Client Security Fund
Committee for the last 17 years. I have
had the privilege of being its chair on
two separate occasions. When I first
joined the Committee, we were not
funded sufficiently to reimburse all
claimants. Accordingly we looked for
reasons to deny a claim. In the late
1980’s, the Board of Governors
directed the Client Security Committee
to do just the opposite. It directed the
Committee to find ways to pay claims,
not to deny claims. The result was
dramatic and it was quick. Within a
year or two we had doubled our annual
reimbursements and had significantly
reduced our reserve fund. But we felt
a whole lot better about ourselves. We
were finally doing what the fund was
intended to do: reimburse deserving
claimants.
The second reason for dramatic
differences in reimbursements is the
equally dramatic difference in maximum reimbursement limits. Per claim
maximum limits currently vary from a
low of $1,500 per claim to $200,000 or
more per claim in three states. Let me
add to my story about Florida. At
about the same time the Board of
Governors directed us to change our
attitude about claim reimbursements, it
also raised the maximum reimbursement limits from $25,000 to $50,000.
The combined result of those two
changes has been to increase Florida’s
annual reimbursements to clients to
almost a million dollars from nearer to
$300,000 before the changes.
Needless to say the additional
reimbursements required additional
revenue. The lawyers of Florida
cont’d. on pg. 6
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of negligence litigation. One way that a
dishonest attorney misuses money in
negligence cases is to tell the client that
medical care providers have to be paid
by her, and then she pockets the money.
There are also thefts in real estate
transactions; and situations where a
dishonest attorney takes fees in advance
and provides no service, or barely any.
We also have serious problems with
disbarred attorneys who continue to
practice law and accept legal fees. The
trustees in Maryland attempt, of course,
to ascertain whether the client knew of
the attorney’s disbarment.
Another troublesome area involves

Managing Client Protection Funds
By Isaac Hecht

I

have had a very long association
with client protection funds which,
in many states, are called clients’
security funds. I was a member of the
Baltimore City Bar Association Clients’
Security Trust Fund Committee when it
was created in 1965. The next year I was
honored by being appointed to the statewide fund created by the Maryland Court
of Appeals as one of seven original
trustees. All of us were attorneys. We were
appointed for staggered terms so that the
term of one trustee would expire each year,
over a period of seven years. I have
served as the Treasurer of the Maryland
fund since 1967. We now have nine
trustees, including one member who is
not a lawyer. He has been a wonderful
addition, giving the attorney-trustees a
different perspective.

Protection funds play an important watchdog function.
Court of Appeals promulgated rules
establishing the fund, and the administrative procedures for the trustees. The
Trustees also have regulations.
Trustees’ Regulation 1 provides: “No
claim will be recognized by the Trustees
unless an attorney-client or fiduciary
relationship existed with a member of
the Bar of the Court of Appeals of
Maryland when the loss was incurred as
a result of a defalcation by the said
Maryland Attorney.” The trustees have
defined a fiduciary relationship to mean
an attorney acting in a fiduciary capacity
which is traditional and customary in the
practice of law.
Most reimbursement claims involve
decedent estates, trusts and the proceeds

Eleanor Yuspa Photographer

In June of 1988 (when I was 75), Chief
Judge Robert C. Murphy called me to ask
if I would accept reappointment for
another seven years. I told Bob that I
was honored but that I had concerns
about my age. Bob told me that he
recalled that many years ago one of
Maryland’s trial judges had sentenced a
defendant, who was about 50 years old,
to 30 years in prison without possibility
of parole.
The defendant told the judge that he
did not think he would live long enough
to serve out the term. The judge replied
that he should “do the best he could.”

Chief Judge Murphy said that he had the
same recommendation for me. In 1995,
Bob called again. He said that the Court
knew I was doing the best that I could,
and that I had been reappointed to
another seven-year term.
Maryland’s client protection fund was
established by an act of the Legislature,
which gave the Court of Appeals the
authority to make rules to govern the
fund. Maryland does not have a unified
bar structure. Pursuant to statute, the

(Left to right) Chief Justice Robert M. Bell; Isaac Hecht; William D. Ricker, Jr.; and
Frederick Miller.
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attorneys who promise to make investments, but who abscond with the funds.
In Maryland, the trustees only reimburse
losses in these situations where there is a
demonstrable attorney-client relationship. An example is the attorney who
settles an estate and suggests to a widow
or widower that the proceeds be placed
with her to be invested for the benefit of
the client
We have also found that most attorneys who are involved in defalcations
have either a drug or drinking problem;
have a friend in addition to a spouse;
and those who live in a manner much
higher than what their income could
possibly support.
Trustees’ Regulations 2 and 3 bar
claims by corporations and commercial
businesses with more than 10 employees. Similar policies exist in other
states.
The Maryland fund has a limit on
awards. For the fiscal year that began
July 1, 2000, the maximum payment
available to a single claimant amounts to
$369,629. As of June 30, 2000, the fund
had reserves of $3.7 million. The fund
has three employees: an administrator
who also investigates claims; and two
employees who maintain the records
involving the status of the 29,000
attorneys who are assessed $20 annually
to support the fund.
The claim process begins with an
official written statement of claim. The
claimant is also required to file a
complaint with the Attorney Grievance

Commission, which is also an agency
of the Court of Appeals. If a complaint
is filed with that agency first, the
Commission advises the client to file a
claim with the Clients’ Security Trust
Fund.
The fund’s Chairman and Secretary
are authorized to recommend preliminary approval and/or denial of claims,
subject to the approval by the board of
trustees, either by mail or at the
board’s next meeting. Otherwise, the
claims are referred to the Administrator to conduct a thorough investigation.
At the same time, the claim is assigned
to one of the trustees who will analyze
the Administrator’s report and present
it to the trustees at a meeting for a
decision. Each trustee, prior to the
meeting, is furnished with a copy of
the investigative report. These
procedures enable the trustees to act
on most claims within three to four
months after filing.
Maryland’s fund is strong and well
managed. I firmly believe that the
fund’s relationship to the high court
of Maryland is responsible for much
of that success.
Everyone would surely agree that if
a client lost $50,000 through the
dishonesty of an attorney, and the
local protection fund limited its
reimbursement to $5,000, that client
would not have any greater regard for
the legal profession that he or she had
prior to her loss.
The Conference’s Action Plan on
Lawyer Conduct and Professionalism
is evidence that the nation’s Chief
Justices share these views. We want to
shield legal consumers from economic
loss with client protection funds. We
need not fear, in my view, that claims
will overwhelm our funds if we have
realistic assessments on our lawyers.
Moreover, claims to our funds can
serve a “watchdog” function and
provide the opportunity to improve
procedures in the practice of law.
Let me review briefly some of the
measures that exist in several states to
prevent losses, and claims to protection
funds. None alone is a panacea.
Lawyer education is important.
Many attorneys have no idea how to
keep records or what properly belongs
in an attorney escrow account, as
opposed to the attorney’s general

account. Certainly it would help if
undergraduate accounting courses were a
prerequisite of law school admission. So
would law school courses on “accounting
for lawyers.” Bar examinations should
include questions about law office
bookkeeping, and attorneys’ escrow
accounts.
Continuing Legal Education programs
should focus on these topics. There
should be model books and records made
widely available for law students, bar
associations, and law libraries. The
American Bar Association has adopted a
Model Recordkeeping Rule for the states.
I also commend rules of our Court of
Appeals which require a course of
professionalism in connection with
admission to practice in Maryland,

I

saac Hecht is a founder of NCPO, and
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including the proper use of attorney trust
and escrow accounts.
Another procedure that every state
should consider involves overdrafts on
attorney trust accounts. This Maryland rule,
effective January 1, 1989, requires banks to
report overdrafts to the Attorney Grievance
Commission. The rule limits attorneys to
banks that agree to make these reports. It is
not a regulation of banks. Each attorney has
an agreement with the bank where the
attorney maintains the attorney trust
account. The American Bar Association has
approved a Model Rule in this area.

The annual attorney assessment in
Maryland is $85: $20 for the Clients’
Security Trust Fund, and $65 for the
Attorney Grievance Commission. The
fund does the billing and collection. It is
quite unbelievable, but quite a few
attorneys bounce checks each year. The
problem has become so acute that the
Court of Appeals has adopted a special
rule to deal with bad checks in connection with the payment of annual
assessments.

There have been many proposals to
insure proper records when attorneys are
entrusted with moneys, securities, or
property for clients and escrow beneficiaries. One would have every attorney file
an annual certification with a court or
other agency that he or she is maintaining
attorney escrow records in accordance
with applicable rules. The rule should
contain a penalty for a false certification.
Rules of this type are not expensive to
implement or administer.
Another suggestion is that every
attorney be required to file a certification
by a Certified Public Accountant that the
attorney has maintained proper records as
required by court rules. The principal
objection to a rule of this type is the cost
to the attorney.
If we look for a rule with the most
teeth, it is probably one that authorizes the random audit of attorney
trust accounts. Where these procedures are employed, it is imperative
that the auditor has a complete
understanding of the type of records
that an attorney is required to maintain. The auditor should also know the
rules about client confidentiality.
Here, too, the ABA has a Model Rule
for the states.
A recent development in loss
prevention involves rules which
require insurance carriers to notify
clients when proceeds in negligence cases
are paid to their attorneys. By way of
example, the check is payable to Mary
Smith and John Doe, her Attorney. Ms.
Smith does not know that Mr. Doe has
received the settlement check and,
unfortunately, Mr. Doe has some problems like drugs, alcohol, or a lover, or
money, and he makes use of the settlement check. All this rule requires is that
the insurance carrier notify the client that
the check has been sent to the attorney.
Regrettably, the Maryland Insurance
Commissioner readily adopted this rule
while the Legislature was in session. The
lobbyists for the insurance industry were
successful in getting the Legislature to
overturn the Commissioner’s regulation.
The Legislature then adopted a law which
gives insurance carriers the right to send
these notices, in their discretion. It will
not surprise you that not one insurance
carrier has sent such a notice. The
Maryland trustees will persist in their
efforts to get a statute with teeth. Once
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increased the annual budgetary
appropriation to the Client Security
Fund Committee from $7.00 per
lawyer to $15.00 per lawyer to meet
the challenge, and it appears they are
going to increase the appropriation
again this year.
Several things can be done to
ensure that every jurisdiction meets
the goal set by the Conference’s
Action Plan. Every jurisdiction
should be examining its disciplinary
records in addition to its client
protection fund claims history, to
determine the real extent of lawyer
defalcations. Because there have been
no studies, no one knows how many
legitimate claims go unmade.
Clients who suffer losses are not
well served merely by the discipline
imposed on their lawyers, who can
seldom respond in restitution. Those
clients need to be made aware of
their jurisdiction’s fund and need to
make a claim or have a claim made
for them. The public service purpose
of a client protection fund is not met
by hiding behind lack of publicity of
the funds’ existence, low limits or
inadequate financing.
There is no institution in a state that
is better positioned to ensure the
appropriate coordination between
discipline and client protection than
the court which oversees lawyer
regulation. Similarly there is no
entity better suited to ensure that its
client protection fund is adequately
funded, that it provide appropriate
reimbursement standards and limits,
that it be well publicized and that it
be accountable to the regulatory
system, than our nation’s supreme
courts.
The National Client Protection
Organization welcomes the opportunity to assist the Conference of Chief
Justices and the National Center for
State Courts in the implementation of
your goal that every state in the
United States has a client protection
fund that substantially reimburses all
eligible claimants.
6
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disciplining errant lawyers. But there
was an evolution underway and, and
after lawyer discipline, there emerged
the dual challenges of protecting clients
from a lawyer’s malpractice and the
misuse of their money by theft and
embezzlement.
Our notions of client protection
evolve still. Newcomers include
lawyers with alcohol and drug problems, and the resolution
of disputes over legal
The legal profession depends upon the fees. That’s only the
short list. Before long
trust of clients.
we’ll be faced with a
host of cyberspace
issues in professionalism. It’s no
structural standards for these lawyercoincidence that these challenges
financed programs to protect legal
emerged contemporaneously with the
consumers.
consumer protection movement in the
Law client protection funds are one
United States. Lawyers may not think
of the best kept secrets of the legal
of their clients as consumers, but they
profession, except in a handful of
are and this particular movement,
states. From a national perspective, a
thanks largely to lawyers, is a permahuge number are little more than
nent feature of the landscape.
public-relations gimmicks. Witness
A client protection fund serves
the National Law Journal’s recent
several purposes in a state’s justice
survey of protection funds nationwide.
system; some noble and others pragThe headline of its special report
matic. The nobility is expressed in our
captures its unhappy conclusion: An
profession’s classic empathy with
Empty Promise. In state after state,
Widows and Orphans, the biblical
protection funds are failing in their
representation of that part of the human
mission to protect clients and escrow
condition that we call vulnerability.
beneficiaries from dishonest conduct in
This empathy for the Widows and
the practice of law.
Orphans in our communities is part of
I helped administer the New York
our moral and cultural heritage, and
Lawyers Fund for Client Protection
probably our DNA. And it should not
from its beginning in 1982. During
surprise that Widows and Orphans are
those 18 years, the Lawyers Fund —
the clientele of our protection funds;
actually the lawyers of New York State
not literally, perhaps, but surely in their
— restored more than $85 million to
vulnerability to a lawyer’s breach of
victims of lawyer dishonesty. The
trust.
Empire State has 175,000 licensed
By the way, there’s even some legal
attorneys. Each active practitioner is
history involved. The very first
assessed $50 annually to support the
recorded dispute in Christianity
fund, which provides $300,000 in
involved a special fund to benefit
coverage for each eligible loss. More
widows. Acts 1:6-7 tells us that the
than 95 per cent of all victims receive
dispute was resolved by the appoint100 per cent reimbursement for their
ment of seven honest and respected
losses.
trustees to manage the fund fairly. Nice
Twenty-five years ago, I doubt that
precedent indeed!
the nation’s chief justices, or anyone
But there are other reasons why our
else for that matter, gave much thought
profession needs client protection
to law client protection funds. State
funds. One is that existential thing
courts protected legal consumers by
ood news it is that the Chief
Justices of the United States
have committed their high
courts to the survival and
revitalization of law client protection
funds. That commitment is expressed
in the Conference of Chief Justices’
Action Plan for Lawyer Conduct and
Professionalism (January 1999), and
the Action Plan’s operational and
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called “trust”. When Governor Hugh L.
Carey approved the legislative bill that
created New York’s client protection
fund, his approval message contained the
observation, “The legal profession
depends upon the trust of clients.” That’s
not something from a fortune cookie.
Trust is absolutely essential to our system
of dispute resolution.
Try to imagine how that system could
operate without trust. Yes, clients have to
trust their lawyers, but lawyers have to
trust their clients. And lawyers have to
trust one another. Likewise, lawyers must
trust judges, and judges must trust the
lawyers who appear before them. It’s an
infinite chain of trust. Consider the result
if distrust permeated our law offices and
our courtrooms. Without trust, affordable
legal transactions would be impossible.
Our system of dispute resolution
would grind to a halt.
Professional self-interest, then,
justifies the judicial supervision of
client protection programs. And we
cannot overlook the relationship
between these programs and another
major concern of the Conference of
Chief Justices: how can lawyers and
judges promote public trust and
confidence in the American system of
justice? The American Bar
Association’s Model Rules for Client
Protection Funds provides one answer:
“The purpose of the Lawyer’s Fund
for Client Protection is to promote
public confidence in the administration
of justice and the integrity of the legal
profession by reimbursing losses caused
by the dishonest conduct of lawyers . . .”
Last October, Chief Justice Thomas
Zlaket of Arizona spoke to a gather of
lawyers in Scottsdale. It was a frank
sermon, even for a Sunday. The Chief
Justice warned: “So long as people have
a bad impression of lawyers and the legal
profession, I don’t think we’ve got a
chance of significantly elevating public
trust and confidence in the American
justice system.” It can’t get plainer than
that. It’s downright discouraging that so
many judicial and bar leaders seem
unaware that client protection funds are
wonderful vehicles for refreshing public
trust and confidence in our institutions of
justice. What could impress more
favorably than lawyers opening their
pockets to Widows and Orphans?
Professional self-interest is served

further by a benefit that most lawyers
seldom think about: a law client protection fund, administered by the profession, is far superior to mandatory
commercial insurance schemes. It’s no
exaggeration that mandatory bonding of
lawyer escrow accounts would put
lawyer licensing, as a practical matter,
into the hands of the insurance industry.
But it’s a gross distortion of professional
responsibility to consider a client
protection fund as some sort of bar
association charity. A protection fund is
no more a charity, to my mind, than is a
malpractice carrier, or a crime victims’
fund, or the surety of a court-appointed
fiduciary.
Reimbursement or restitution of a
client’s loss should not be a“ matter of
grace” for the most influential profession
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in American society. The correct label is
financial responsibility.
The National Law Journal’s survey of
client protection funds documents that
the least effective protection programs in
the United States are those operated of
state bar associations, with a few
exceptions. But without, the most
effective programs are those which
operate under the watchful eye of a
state’s high court. One problem with the
bar association model is that no elected
bar leader wants to spend her year as
president discussing dishonesty in the
practice of law. There are also the
financial implications in inviting claims
to a fund that is barely solvent. When
confronted with Pandora’s Box, the
prudent bar leader moves on to other
things.
The Chief Justices’ Action Plan for
Lawyer Conduct and Professionalism

articulates six basic standards for
client protection funds, the first of
which has been realized: all 50 states
and the District of Columbia now
have client protection funds. That
was a 30-year effort.
The Action Plan’s second standard
requires that a protection fund
“substantially reimburse losses
resulting from dishonest conduct in
the practice of law.” What’s substantial reimbursement? Let me suggest a
minimum standard: a client protection fund should reimburse fully 90
percent of all eligible victims. That’s
a plain and realistic goal. In New
York, for example, the median client
loss has never exceeded $15,000.
Reimbursing losses like that should
bankrupt no client protection fund or
state bar association.
The Action Plan’ s third standard
requires that each protection fund be
financed by a mandatory assessment
on lawyers. The amount of that
assessment, per capita, ultimately
depends upon the fund’s reimbursement policies and will vary, of
course, from state to state. But an
annual assessment of $50 per lawyer
— less than a dollar a week — will
produce a fund that everyone can
brag about.
It’s important that the legal
profession provide the funding. That
creates the incentive to support
efforts to reduce client losses and
claims. An effective client protection
fund is not a cash register. It’s more
of a watchdog to identify weaknesses
in statutes and procedures, which
provide opportunities for dishonest
lawyers to abuse the trust of clients.
The Action Plan’s fourth standard
requires that the fund’s assets be
designated as a trust. This is essential
to the fund’s integrity as an institution
of justice. If its assets can be raided
to finance other programs, the fund’s
fiduciaries cannot be truly independent in their decision-making
obligations. The same is true of the
fund’s revenue stream. It must be
certain and reliable, with reserves
adequate to deal with the unpredictable. In too many states, reimbursement awards are based on the fund’s
revenues, and not on the merits of its
claims. That’s rationing justice.
cont’d. on pg. 8
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The fifth standard requires that a fund
be managed by a board of trustees
composed of lawyers and lay persons.
Since 1981, the board of trustees in New
York has consisted of five lawyers and
two members who are not lawyers. One
was an insurance company executive,
another a banker, and the third is a
newspaper publisher. There is simply one
word, which describes their role:
indispensable.
Without exception, every lawyer
describes service on a fund’s board of
trustees as the most rewarding affiliation
in a professional career. That opportunity
should be spread around. Trustees should
serve staggered terms of office, with an
orderly cycle of replacements so that the
fund’s institutional memory is preserved.
And in the interests of accountability, it
would be helpful indeed if a member of
the court served as a liaison to the fund.
The Action Plan’s final standard requires
the fund to publicize the fund’s existence
and its activities. In several of the United
States, fund administrators are actually
prohibited from publicly discussing their
funds. Bar leaders do not want to admit
there’s an occasional bad apple in the
barrel, nor do they want to encourage
claims to a financially shaky fund. The
unfortunate result is that these protection
funds are known only to bar insiders.
I cannot emphasize too much the
importance of consumer education. We
did a lot of that in New York: public
service announcements; escrow accounting programs for lawyers; consumer
protection brochures for the public;
frequent press releases about the fund’s
activities; radio and television interviews;
and the creation and maintenance of a
network with the media statewide.

There was never a press release or
interview that did not highlight the

maneuver through our maze of courts
and laws.

integrity and compassion of our bar. These
efforts paid off: reimbursement claims to
the fund have decreased nearly 50 per cent
since 1997, and the current number of
pending claims is the fewest in 16 years.
This didn’t happen by chance.

It would be a mini think-tank, if you
will, to promote public confidence
that despite the complexity of life in
the Twenty-first Century, the only
reason we have lawyers and judges
and courts is to protect people and
their rights.
I think I could have sold him on the
idea. Chief Judge Breitel appreciated,
better than anyone I’ve ever met, the
near magical powers of a high court
and a chief judge to get things done
that ought to be done, and to keep
them going. Persistence had a lot to
do with it.

The issue remaining is how our nation’s
high courts should implement these five
standards. Let me suggest that each high
court commission a straightforward
analysis of the structure, procedures, and
finances of its existing state fund, using
the standards in the Action Plan as a
yardstick, and the ABA’s Model Rules for
protection funds.
This analysis will involve some
arithmetic, but it’s simple math: the
actual amount of lawyer theft in your
state; the revenue that would be needed
to reimburse fully 90 percent of the
victims; the operating expenses of the
fund; the annual per capita lawyer
assessment to pay these costs; and an
appropriate reserve to meet unpredictable
client losses.
As a young lawyer, I had the good
fortune to work with a giant of a Chief
Judge in the reorganization of authority
for court management in the Empire
State, judicial discipline, and the selection of judges of our Court of Appeals.
Had I the gift of foresight, I would have
suggested to Chief Judge Charles D.
Breitel that he create an Office of Public
Trust to support programs like a law
client protection fund, an alcohol and
substance abuse program for lawyers and
judges, malpractice protection, the
qualification and appointment of courtappointed fiduciaries, and consumer
education projects to help New Yorkers
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again, the ABA has a Model Rule on
the subject.
In connection with all these rules to
reduce losses and claims, we cannot
allow the expense to compete with the
benefits that accrue to public trust and
confidence in the legal profession and
a state’s institutions of justice.
One group that is clearly responsible
for the loss of public trust and confidence in the legal profession consists
of those errant members of our
profession who steal or misappropriate.
Finally, I want to thank Chief Justice
Robert M. Bell who has been so
supportive of the Maryland’s client
protection fund. It was through his
support and interest that this presentation by the National Client Protection
Fund was made possible. It is support
like that which keeps this movement
going.

A special word of thanks to the staff of
the National Center for State Courts who
were so helpful in facilitating NCPO’s
presentation to the Conference of Chief
Justices: Warren Rogers, Chuck Ericson,
Carol Moninger, and Brenda
Williams.Visit the National Center at
www.ncsc.dni.us

In Memorium
Gilbert A. Webb, Esquire
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